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A few words from the author
Taking good photographs can be a quite difficult task.
It requires practice and sometimes hard work and, of
course, to obtain the image that you really want
requires a lot of skill. With the aim of sharing my
passion for photography, I decided to run a free set
of publications to help you get started with digital
photography.
The publication - The basics of digital photography will cover everything you need to know about the
subject and will be divided into simple and easy to
understand modules with reference tables, guidelines
and useful information which involve the basic
principles and rules to obtain good and pleasing
photographs.
I will try to keep the publications as simple, but as
informative, as possible and will explain the technical
and creative aspects of digital photography to give
you confidence during the process of shooting a
photograph while learning, at the same time, the
common terminology involved. The publications are
designed mainly for amateurs and hobbyists to
provide tips and guidelines on how to familiarize
themselves with the basic concept of digital photography.
I hope you will enjoy the photography publications
and I look forward to sharing with you the basic
knowledge of digital photography to create beautiful
images that also capture moments to remember.
This publication – Module 2 – is dedicated to:
Understanding DSLR cameras and camera lenses.

Enjoy and I hope you will find it interesting.
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Introduction to DSLR cameras
When taking great photographs, a good camera is
only the first necessity. It is also important to have a
powerful camera sensor with a high megapixel rating,
a highly expanded ISO to allow the adjustment of the
light sensitivity and as well as a focal plane shutter to
provide good timing at fast speeds – all of this is part
of the camera body.
But what also makes a great difference is, of course,
the lens. In this publication we will try to explain how
digital cameras and lenses work together to help you
acquire deeper knowledge of their basic features.
There is a rather large range of designs and sizes of
digital cameras. However, point-and-shoot cameras
and camera phones do not have all features of the
DSLR cameras. Despite of that, most of them can still
capture a good quality image, especially when taking
snapshots or photographs of everyday life that do not
have an artistic or journalistic purpose.

Compact cameras usually have
fixed lenses and capture images
that are as good as those taken
with professional cameras.
Among professional photographers
and photography enthusiasts, the
most popular camera is the DSLR
camera (Digital Single Lens Reflex).
These cameras are expensive but
have many advantages that compact cameras do not have.
All digital cameras have an “auto
mode” that automatically sets focus
and exposure and all that needs to
be done is to frame the image and
press the shutter button.

Fig. 1

Location: Lausanne, Switzerland.
Hand-held photo with Nikon D810, lens 24-70 mm.
Aperture: f/9, shutter speed: 1/500s, ISO: 400, focal length: 70 mm.
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Introduction to DSLR cameras continued...
Most people think that by merely replacing their
point-and-shoot compact camera with a DSLR camera (Digital Single Lens Reflex) with a large and expensive lens attached to the front of it, they can
magically turn snapshots into compelling photographs. This is definitely not the case! It all depends
on how you use your DSLR.
When shooting with an expensive DSLR camera set
on “auto mode”, there will not be a huge difference
in the quality of the image compared to a compact
point-and-shoot camera snapshot. The level of the
quality of the image of a high megapixel rating DSLR
camera will not necessary be better than an image
taken with a low megapixel rating of a point-andshoot compact camera.
The biggest mistake made when shooting photographs is to leave the camera settings on “auto
mode”. This is because we are often apprehensive of
taking control of our own settings in a “manual
mode”.

“Manual mode” allows us to control
separately the different settings of
the camera. In this mode we can be
much more creative and can decide
how photographs should ultimately
look: for example a sharp look can
be given, from foreground to background, or an impression of motion
can be created, etc.
Shooting in “manual mode” allows
us more than just taking a photograph, it helps us to achieve artistic
results that no camera on “auto
mode” would obtain for us.
Taking full control of the “manual
mode” when shooting photographs
is not always an easy task.

Fig. 2

Location: Sant’Angelo del Pesco, Italy.
Tripod photo with Nikon D810, lens 24-70 mm.
Aperture: f/9, shutter speed: 1/15s, ISO: 200, focal length: 70 mm.
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Introduction to DSLR cameras continued...
DSLR cameras are designed for manual use “manual
mode” which means you need to know how to use
the camera settings as well as understand the basic
technology of your DSLR in order to control your
own settings.
At the beginning, you will most likely be a little confused by the many different settings and combinations that can be achieved for the same exposure.
However, there is no need to worry, all DSLR cameras
also have the same fully automatic mode “auto
mode” that point-and-shoot compact cameras have.
You can experiment with the camera controls in
“manual mode”, vary the different settings and, at
the same time, go back to “auto mode” for the same
shot. This will help you to understand the basic technology of your camera and all the special features of
your DSLR which will help you to take great photographs.

When shooting in “manual mode”
you force the camera to use your
own settings and this can be useful
and very creative when composing
your photograph. However, you
need to understand all the aspect
and features of the DSLR camera in
order to create harmonious compositions.
To obtain compelling photographs
with highly professional results it
is recommended that you make use
of the manual settings of your
DSLR camera, rather than use the
“auto mode”
Keep in mind that, almost always, the
photographer is more important than the
camera.

Fig. 3

Location: Sant’Angelo del Pesco, Italy.
Tripod photo with Nikon D810, lens 24-70 mm.
Aperture: f/5.6, shutter speed: 1/10s, ISO: 200, focal length: 70 mm.
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What is a DSLR camera?
DSLR is a commonly used abbreviation meaning
Digital Single Lens Reflex camera. These kind of cameras have been around for many decades and, today,
are very popular amongst photography enthusiasts
and professional photographers.
One of the great things about a DSLR camera is that
the lens can be changed thus enabling the creation of
different photographs using the same camera, from
wide angles to long-focal length shots.
With DSLR cameras we can shoot almost everything,
from a simple snapshot to fast motion photographs
such as racing cars, sports, etc. Camera makers have
huge lens ranges that enable their cameras to shoot
all kinds of photographs: indoor and outdoor shots,
close-up shots, landscape shots, day or night shots –
the type of lens will dictate the type of photograph
we shoot, and there are no limitations.

Of course, DSLR cameras, compared to compact cameras, appear
to be more complicated. This is
because DSLRs use an optical viewing system rather than an electronic one formed by the sensor.
While you are composing the shot,
a mirror reflects the image up onto
a focusing screen, and this image is
flipped around by a pentaprism so
that it is the right way up when you
see it in the viewfinder. At the moment of exposure, the mirror flips
up so that the sensor can be exposed. This extra mechanical movement makes DSLRs a bit noisier
than compact ones.

Fig. 4

An example of a “Digital Single Lens Reflex” camera – Nikon D4s with long-focal lens 70-200 mm.
A professional DSLR camera with professional long-focal lens.
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How does a DSLR camera work?
As mentioned before, the system of a DSLR camera
is based on a mirror and pentaprism which reflects
the light from the lens up to the viewfinder and thus
allows the user to see exactly what is being photographed based on the principle “what you see is what
you get”. By using the viewfinder the image can be
precisely composed and the focus accurately adjusted.
What happens inside a DSLR camera when we shoot
a photograph, i.e. when the shutter button is released?

All modern DSLR cameras share
some basic features:
• A body. • An interchangeable lens, in
other words, the lens can be removed
and a different one be put in its place.
• An adjustable aperture which is inside the lens. • An adjustable shutter
which is inside the body. • A built in
TTL lightmeter (measures the light entering through the lens).

The illustration below (Fig. 5) shows the light path and how light is refracted through the most important
elements of a DSLR camera.
Camera elements: 1- Viewfinder, 2- Pentaprism, 3- Mirror, 4- Shutter, 5- Camera sensor, 6- Processor chip,
7- Viewfinder
Lens elements: G1- Front elements, G2- Focusing elements, AD- Aperture diaphragm, G3- Zoom elements,
G4- Rear element
Fig. 5

Typical DSLR camera with zoom lens 70-200 mm.
In the illustration above, Fig. 5, we have divided the mechanical movement of the optics within the zoom lens
into five independent groups: four moving groups G1, G2, AD, G3, and a stationary one G4.
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What happens when the shutter button
is released?
Refer to Fig. 4 on the previous page and Fig. 6 below

When the shutter button is released (i.e.when we
shoot the photograph) the mirror (3) flips up, the
aperture diaphragm (AD) closes down to the adjusted
aperture, the shutter (4) opens at the chosen speed
and the camera sensor (5) is exposed to light as long
as the shutter remains open. Once the image has
been captured by the camera sensor, the data will be
converted into a digital signal by the processor chip
(6).
After the light signal has been processed, all data will
then be buffered onto a memory card and stored as
either a JPEG or RAW image file. During this operation the viewfinder (1) blacks out.

At the end of the exposure, all
elements return to their initial
positions: the shutter closes, the
mirror drops down, the diaphragm
re-opens and the camera is ready
for the next exposure (next shoot).

There are quite a large range of designs
and sizes of digital cameras. Point-andshoot compact cameras and camera
phones do not have all the features of the
DSLR cameras.

Fig. 6

The light path of a DSLR
camera before exposure.

The light path of a DSLR
camera during esposure.

Above, the light path for viewfinder, below, the light path during exposure.
Typical DSLR camera with zoom lens 70-200 mm.
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Overview of the lenses
As explained previously, when taking great photographs, a good camera is only the first necessity.
What really makes the difference is the optical
component of the camera – the lens. In the graphical
illustrations on the previous pages we explained how
DSLR cameras and lenses work together and how
light enters the camera through the lens.
Now we will try to highlight the importance of a lens
in photography and why a good lens can help to
achieve the “right” photograph. We will also take a
closer look at the meaning of the markings on the
side of a lens.

There are two types of lenses:
Prime lenses (fixed focal length / no
zoom) and zoom lenses (changeable
focal length).
Some of the most important
aspects of a lens are the maximum
size of the aperture (diaphragm
opening), the quality of the optics
and their mechanical movements,
the length of the zoom, the scope
of the angle and many other features that will be mentioned in the
following pages.

Fig. 7

An example of professional Nikon zoom lens.
Nikon zoom lens 70-200 mm, f/2.8G, AF-S, ED, VR II.
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Overview of the lenses continued...
Every camera lens has two main attributes: the focal
length and the aperture (diameter in mm of the opening
of the diaphragm).
The focal length of a lens determines the angle of the
view and how much of the subject will be “zoomed
in”; the higher the number the larger the zoom of the
lens. A 14 mm lens can produce very wide angle photographs, while a 200 mm lens gets you very close to
the subject. Wide angle lenses (14-24 mm) have short
focal lengths, while long focal lenses (70-200 mm)
have longer corresponding focal lengths.

The aperture diameter of a lens can be adjusted on the camera
and controls the amount of light that reaches the image sensor.

The aperture is the opening of the
diaphragm of the lens and controls
the open area through which the
light enters the camera. Lenses that
can reach an aperture of f/1.4 (wide
aperture) will let much more light
into the camera than lenses that
can only reach an aperture of f/5.6.
The aperture is measured using the
"f-number" (f-stop).
A very low f-number (f/1.4) relates
to a wider aperture (more light),
while a higher f-number (f/11)
means a narrower aperture (less
light).

Virtual image of a zoom lens 70-300 mm, 1/2.8.
Fig. 8

Fig. 9

What a diaphragm of a lens looks like.

A motor, inside the lens barrel, opens and closes the blades of the diaphragm when a photograph is taken,
giving the effective diameter of the lens opening according to the focal length.
Fig. 9 – The opening (aperture diameter) is created by a diaphragm formed by intersecting blades.
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Understanding lens markings
Zoom lenses have a ring that rotates in order to zoom
in and out and it also indicates the focal length
currently being used. If a zoom lens is 70-200 mm it
means that the focal length can be adjusted from 70
to 200 mm.
Prime or fixed lenses do not have a zoom ring, only
the focal length (24 mm) is indicated.
On both lenses in Fig.10, we see 1:2.8, (this could be
1:4, 1:5.6) which means that the maximum aperture
on these lenses is 2.8 (f/stop).
The Roman numeral II on the Nikon lens indicates
that it is the second generation of this kind of lens.
∞-0.5 m – The infinity symbol, a dash and a distance
in meters and in feet, indicates the range of focus of
the lens; in this case you can focus at infinity or at
the closest distance of 0.5 m.

On your lens may appear the symbol ø then a number in mm (e.g.
ø58mm): this denotes the diameter
of the front of the lens which is useful to know in case you want to buy
screw-in filters for your lenses. The
screw-in filters will need to be the
same diameter as your lens.
Macro / CRC (Close Range Correction) – this marking specifies that
the lenses are especially designed to
be sharper at shorter focus ranges.
You might also see VR (Vibration Reduction Nikon) or IS (Image Stabilization Canon). VR or IS is an image
stabilization technology that minimizes blur caused by camera shake.

How to read a lens barrel. What do all these numbers and letters mean?
Fig. 10

Nikon 70-200 mm - 1:2.8 Zoom lens.

Canon 24 mm - 1:2.8 Prime lens.

Prime and zoom lenses.
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Understanding lens markings continued...
AF (lenses with a screwdriver focus mechanism) means
that focusing has to be controlled by the camera
motor; AF-S (lenses have the focus motor built into the
lens) are much quieter and faster. Bodies that are AFS only will not autofocus with regular AF lenses.
You might also come across Nikon lenses with ED
(Extra-low Dispersion Glass): this helps to correct chromatic aberrations or optical colour defects.
Some Nikon lenses also have Nano Crystal Coat,
which helps to eliminate or minimize ghost and flare.
The letter G on the new Nikon lenses indicates that
the lens has an electronic diaphragm control, meaning that the f/stop is set from the camera (no aperture
ring). On the older Nikon lenses you may see the letter D that means that the lens has an aperture ring
and can be used only with older cameras.

On some lenses there is a switch
that offers an M/A or M setting;
this enables the lens to be switched
from autofocus to manual.

Canon has a professional L lenses.
(”Luxury” or “Low Dispersion”).
Canon has an USM UltraSonic
Motor built into the lens which
means that the lens will autofocus
faster than in the standard models.
There are lenses which are made for
full frame or cropped sensor:
for Nikon: DX (Crop sensor) and FX
(Full-frame),
for Canon: EF-S (Crop sensor) and EF
(Full-frame).
We will learn more about full-frame and
crop sensors later on in a separate section
of this publication.

How to read a lens barrel.
What do all these numbers and letters mean?
Fig. 11

Canon 14 mm - 1:2.8 - Prime lens.

Nikon 24-120 mm - 1:4 - Zoom lens.

Prime and zoom lenses.

Understanding DLSR cameras and camera lenses
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Prime lenses – Fixed focal length lenses
A prime lens has no zoom, it is one focal length. The
main advantage of prime lenses, apart from their size
and weight, is their maximum aperture or f/stop
(f/1.4, f/2.8).
Taking a photograph using prime lenses with large
apertures also means that you can get a shallow
depth-of-field which is useful for portraits where you
might want a softer or more blurred background.
Prime lenses have Macro lenses and Fisheye lenses.
Macro lenses allow extreme close-up photography,
usually of very small subjects, in which the size of the
subject in the photograph is larger than its actual size.
A Fisheye lens is a super wide-angle lens that produces strong visual barrel distortion in order to create
a wide panoramic image. Both lenses can focus to
infinity and are extremely sharp.

• Macro lens – full-frame format –
approx. 60 mm, 105 mm and 200 mm
These lenses are popular for subjects such as flowers, insects and
small products. The depth-of-field is
extremely small when focusing on
objects that are close.
• Fisheye lens – full-frame format –
approx. 8 mm, 16 mm
Fisheye lenses are quite popular for
consumer usage as well, and are,
mostly used for landscape photography, architecture and humorous
portraits.

Fig. 12

Canon Macro lens, 60 mm, 1:2.8, Prime lens.

Nikon Fisheye lens, 10.5 mm, 1:2.8, Prime lens.

Prime and zoom lenses.
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Prime lenses continued...
Macro lenses (Nikon calls these lenses Micro-NIKKOR
lenses) are specifically designed for close-up work in
macro photography where a small subject, in the
photograph, is larger than its actual size – which
means shooting at a magnification ratio of at least 1:1
or more.
“True” macro prime lenses (with fixed focal length)
deliver a magnification ratio of 1:1 or more and are
much more reliable than macro zoom lenses (with
adjustable focal length).
The magnification ratio is the relationship between
the size projected on the camera sensor and the
actual subject size (in focus).
In macro photography (close-up photography), the magnification ability of a given lens is of primary importance.

Examples:
– If we shoot a 1 cm insect and its size on
our camera sensor also measures 1 cm,
the magnification ratio is 1:1.
– If we shoot a 2 mm insect and its size on
our camera sensor measures 10 mm, the
magnification ratio will be (2 mm/10 mm)
5:1. This means that the image on our
photograph is 5 times larger than the
actual size of the insect.

At times it is difficult to understand what
"macro" is. The "rule of thumb" is:
if 5 cm (2 inches) is the actual size of the
object and it fits within the frame then it
is “macro”.

Fig. 13

An example of macro (close-up) photography.
In the illustration above, the actual size of the little frog is about 12 mm. The camera sensor (Nikon D4s-fullframe) is 36 mm wide, so the magnification ratio, in this case, is approximately 3:1 – (12 mm/36 mm).

Understanding DLSR cameras and camera lenses
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Prime lenses continued...
Fisheye lenses can be divided into two groups:
• Circular Fisheye with a typical focal length for fullframe sensors of 8 mm.
• Diagonal Fisheye with a typical focal length for fullframe sensors of 16 mm.
The shorter the focal length the more the image is
deformed.

Circular Fisheye, Fig. 15, is a lens
which produces circular images on
the camera sensor and covers only
part of the picture frame. It produces ~180º of a field-of-view for
every direction.
Diagonal Fisheye, Fig. 16, is a lens
which covers the whole picture
frame. It produces ~180º of a diagonal field-of-view. ~147º horizontal
and ~95º vertical.

Fig. 15
Circular Fisheye lens with 8 mm focal
length and full-frame 36 mm x 24 mm
camera sensor.

Fig. 16
Diagonal Fisheye lens with 8 mm focal
length and full-frame 36 mm x 24 mm
camera sensor.

Location: Lausanne, Switzerland – Stade de la Pontaise.
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Zoom lenses – Variable focal length lenses
The advantage of a zoom lens is its versatility. It is
ideal when you are photographing a variety of subjects such as landscapes and portraits, and you want
to use just one lens for different situations. Using a
zoom lens also reduces the number of times you need
to change the lens which saves time and limits the
possibility of dust entering into the camera mirror
box or settling on the camera sensor.

• Standard lens – Full-frame format
(focal length 50-60 mm)
Standard lenses are popular as they
are closest to the angle of view that
we humans can see. Standard lenses
are the popular choice for a wide
range of photography including
portraits, nature, travel and street
photography. The images strike us as

The categories by focal length (smallest to largest)
are:
• Wide-angle lens – Full-frame format (focal length
14-35 mm)

something that we would be able to
see with our own eyes.

A regular wide-angle lens is anything shorter than 35
mm. Wide angle lenses are very popular for land-

The focal length of a lens determines the
field of view on your camera.

scapes, interiors, large group photos and when working
in confined situations. These lenses have a much larger
depth-of-field (more will be within the focus, from the
foreground to the background).

Short focal length – large field of view.
(wide-angle lenses)

Long focal length – narrow field of view.
(long focal lenses)

Fig. 16

Location: Geneva Stadium, Geneva, Switzerland.
Hand-held photo – Nikon D810 with wide-angle lens 14-24 mm.
Aperture: f/9, shutter speed: 1/320s, ISO: 400, focal length: 14 mm.
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Zoom lenses continued...
• Long-focal lens – (70-200 mm)
They are the opposite of wide-angle lenses as longfocal lenses shorten the depth-of-field, enabling the
subject to be isolated from the background with
shallow focus. Long-focal lenses between 70-200 mm
are very popular for portraits and product photography
as well as nature and wildlife imagery.

• Telephoto lens, 200-300 mm and
super-telephoto lens 400 mm and
above
Telephoto lenses provide an excellent range in distant scenes without
being close to the subject. This type
of long-focal lens has a moderate
magnification, less depth-of-field
and are very popular for sports,
actions, theatrical performance, fashion, landscape and wildlife photography.

The term "telephoto lens" has a particular technical meaning in terms of lens design, but in common usage it
refers to a lens with a long focal length.
Fig. 17

Location: Stade de la Pontaise, Lausanne, Switzerland.
Nikon D4s with telephoto lens 200-400 mm.
Aperture: f/2.8, shutter speed: 1/800s, ISO: 1000, focal length: 400 mm.
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The camera sensor
All digital cameras have a device with a light-sensitive
surface that captures the scene (light rays) that
enters through the lens to create an image. This
device is called the camera sensor.

When talking about sensor sizes,
the terms which are most used to
classify them are “full-frame” and
“crop sensor”.

Camera sensors consist of millions of light-sensitive
spots called photosites which are used to record
information (light rays) about what is being seen,
through the lens, in the viewfinder of our camera.
Larger sensors can capture much more information
(more light) than smaller ones and can, therefore,
produce images of better quality.

Full-frame digital cameras use a
sensor that is equivalent in size to
35mm film (36 x 24 mm).

In general, pictures taken on full-frame cameras are
sharper, with better and finer detail, smoother tones,
a wider range of tones and a greater sense of “depth”.

APS-C sensor cameras such as
Nikon DX and Canon EF-S use a
crop sensor (25 x 17 mm) - the size
varies by manufacturer) that is
smaller than a full-frame sensor.

In the illustration below you can really see
the difference in sensor sizes between a
full-frame and APS-C camera.
Fig. 18

Fig. 19

Nikon D810 – Full-frame camera.

Nikon D300s – APS-C sensor camera.

Larger camera sensor means
larger photosites (pixel)
Nikon D810
Full-frame sensor: 35.9 x 24 mm.
Megapixel: 36.
Pixel size: 5.97 microns.

Smaller camera sensor means
smaller photosites (pixel)
Nikon D300s
APS-C sensor: 23.2 x 15.4 mm.
Megapixel: 12.
Pixel size: 3.86 microns.

A full-frame DSLR camera on the left and an APS-C format DSLR camera on the right
show the difference in the size of the camera sensor.

Understanding DLSR cameras and camera lenses
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Full-frame and APS-C sensor
If we compare the size of a sensor of a point-andshoot compact camera (finger nail size) with the size
of a DSLR camera (almost a credit card size), the difference in terms of size and image quality is obvious
and unquestionable.

On the other hand, if we compare
two DSLR cameras with two different size of sensors (APS-C and fullframe) the gain in image quality
becomes harder to demonstrate.

Light capture with a full-frame and a crop sensor with the same lens and focal length:
Fig. 20

The yellow lines display a full-frame sensor and the field-of-view (image circle) created by a full-frame lens.
The red lines display an APS-C crop sensor and the field-of-view (image circle) created by a lens designed for
this kind of sensor.
Fig. 21

Fig. 22

Location: Sant’Angelo del Pesco, Italy.

Fig. 21 – A full-frame sensor (35.9×24 mm)
with a full-frame lens.

Fig. 22 – An APS-C sensor (25.1×16.7 mm)
with a compatible lens.
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Larger camera sensors capture more light
Full-frame camera sensors can provide higher
sensitivity and better ISO performance in low light
conditions maintaining at the same time a higher
quality image than an APS-C crop sensor.
When shooting at the same “effective” focal length,
using the same aperture settings and shooting from
the same angle/distance, the full-frame camera will
have a shallower depth-of-field than the crop sensor
cameras.

APS-C crop sensor lenses are engineered and optimized for use on
APS-C-format DSLR cameras and
are designed to cover the corresponding area of the smaller crop
sensor.
25.1 x 16.7 mm for Nikon.
23.6 x 15.8 mm for Canon.
Remember that the larger the camera sensor, the longer the focal length in order to
create the same field of view.

Fig. 23 – Nikon D810 – Full-frame camera.

Fig. 23 – Full-frame cameras with fullframe compatible lenses create an image
circle that completely covers the full-frame
camera sensor (35.9 x 24 mm).

Fig. 24 – Nikon D300s – APS-C sensor camera.

Comparison between a Nikon D810 full-frame camera and a
Nikon D300s- APS-C sensor camera.

Understanding DLSR cameras and camera lenses

Fig. 24 – APS-C cameras with compatible
lenses create an image circle that completely covers the APS-C camera sensor (25.1
x 16.7 mm).
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Full-frame DSLR cameras with
APS-C sensor lenses
We can also use lenses designed for crop sensors on
full-frame cameras in “crop mode”.
As already mentioned, APS-C sensors are smaller than
full-frame sensors and capture a smaller field of view.
When using lenses designed for APS-C sensors with
full-frame cameras, the recorded image on the fullframe sensor will be cut off (cropped), known as
“crop factor”.
Example: Crop sensors (APS-C) have a multiplier of 1.5 (Nikon)
and 1.6 (Canon). With a 50mm crop sensor lens attached to a fullframe camera, the focal length is multiplied by 1.5 or 1.6 and
effectively acts like a 75mm or 80mm lens.

To avoid vignetting when using crop sensor lenses on
full-frame cameras, the built-in “crop mode”, is automatically selected introducing a magnification factor
of 1.5 (Nikon) or 1.6 (Canon). In such cases, the image
will be recorded only from the centre section of the
sensor sacrificing much of the camera’s resolution.
Keep in mind: The Nikon full-frame camera D810 with a resolution of 32.2 megapixel would only have 15.4 megapixel in “crop
mode”.

Fig. 25 – Nikon D4s – Full-frame camera

If we wish to reproduce the same
“cropped” image with a full-frame
lens, we would need to multiply the
actual focal length of our lens by 1.5
(Nikon) or 1.6 (Canon) to obtain the
same focal length.
Example: A 100 mm full-frame lens attached to a full frame camera creates the
same effects as a 100 mm lens.
The same 100 mm lens attached to an
APS-C camera with a 1.5 “crop factor” will
frame the scene in the same way as a 150
mm lens (crop factor 1.5 × 100 mm) on a
full-frame camera.
A 400 mm full-frame lens on an APS-C
camera will frame the scene in the same
way as a 600 mm lens on a full-frame
body.

Nikon APS-C cameras (also known as
Nikon DX format) have a crop factor
of about 1.5.
Canon APS-C cameras (also known as
Canon EF-S format) have a “crop factor” of 1.6.

Fig. 25 – In “full-frame mode”, images are
recorded using the full area of the camera
sensor (35.9 x 24 mm - Nikon).

In “crop mode”, only an area at the centre
of the camera sensor (25.1 x 16.7 mm Nikon) is used to record pictures.

Full-frame and crop mode with a Nikon D4s.

N.B.: The APS-C format camera can
use both types of lenses (crop sensor
and full-frame) since the full-frame
lens image circle is larger than needed
for a crop sensor-format lens.

As shown in the illustration above, in “crop mode” (shown in
yellow ) the edges of the scene will be cut off.
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The focal-plane shutter
We previously talked about the basic theory of how
a camera works introducing the concept of the “what
you see is what you get” and now we would like to turn
our attention to the focal-plane shutter and how it
works in order to maintain a consistent exposure
through its speed when shooting a photograph.

What is a focal-plane shutter?
The focal-plane shutter is the part of the camera that
controls the amount of time the camera sensor is exposed to the light. It is located immediately in front
of the camera sensor. Unlike the lens diaphragm
(aperture), which is always in an open position, the
focal-plane shutter is always closed and only opens
momentarily when the shutter button is pressed.
The time it takes for the shutter to stay open is
referred to as the shutter speed and it is measured in
seconds or fractions.
Fig. 26

Types of shutters
There are different types of focalplane shutters but the ones more
commonly used today are the twocurtain shutter and the verticaltravel shutter.
The traditional type of two-curtain
shutter uses two shutter curtains
mounted on rollers that run horizontally across the camera sensor.
The vertical-travel shutter used on
DSRL cameras consists of metal
blades that travel vertically across
the camera sensor.
Vertical-travel shutters work in precisely the same way as the horizontal shutters, but because of the
shorter distance the shutter blades
must travel (24 mm as opposed to 36
mm for full-frame sensors), the shutter blades can travel across the
camera sensor in less time. This can
result in faster flash synchronization speeds than are possible with
the horizontal-curtain focal-plane
shutter, and the shutter reliably
provides higher speeds (up to 1/8000
of a second).
The shutter is a little curtain in the camera
that opens to expose the camera sensor
to light when shooting a photograph.

Graphical representation of a vertical-travel shutter on a DSLR
full-frame camera.

Understanding DLSR cameras and camera lenses

The illustration is a graphical representation only; the actual mechanisms of a
focal-plane shutter is, of course, much
more complex.
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How does a two-curtain shutter work?
For slow shutter speeds: Refer to illustrations below,
Figs. 27 and 28.
1- Before exposure, the camera sensor is completely
closed by shutter 1.
2- When exposure time begins, shutter 1 is
released in order to travel fully to the left, clearing
the camera sensor.
3- The entire image sensor is now fully opened and
exposed to light.

For fast shutter speeds (very short
exposure time) shutter 2 starts closing before shutter 1 is completely
open. The camera sensor will be exposed by a narrow, moving sliver of
light formed by the gap between
the two curtains. At no time is the
entire camera sensor exposed to
light.

4- When exposure time ends, shutter 2 is released to
travel to the left and closes the camera sensor to
light.
5- At this stage shutter 1 and shutter 2 are wound
back to their starting position. The camera sensor
remains completely covered by shutter 1 until the
next exposure.

The shutter is a little curtain in the camera
that opens to expose the camera sensor to
light when shooting a photograph.

Fig. 27 – Graphical representation of the two-curtain shutter for slow shutter speed.

Shutter 1 opens to
clear the camera sensor

Camera sensor is
exposed to light

Shutter 2 closes to
cover the camera sensor

shutter 1

shutter 2

shutter 1

shutter 2

For fast shutter speed, shutter 2 starts to close before shutter 1 is fully open.
The result is a narrow sliver of light that travels horizontally across the camera sensor.
Fig. 28 – Graphical representation of the two-curtain shutter for fast shutter speed.
The two-curtain shutter travels horizontally across the camera sensor.

The illustration above is a graphical representation only; the actual mechanisms of a focal-plane shutter is,
of course, much more complex.
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How does a vertical-travel shutter work?
For slow shutter speeds: Refer to illustrations below,
Figs. 29 and 30.
1- Before exposure, the camera sensor is completely
closed by the front and rear shutter.
2- When exposure begins, the rear and front shutter
open and clear the camera sensor.
3- The entire camera sensor is now fully open and
exposed to light.
4- After exposure, the rear shutter drops to close the
camera sensor to light.
5- At this stage, the front shutter returns to its normal closed position. The camera is now ready for the
next exposure.

For fast shutter speed or very short
exposure time, the rear shutter
follows the front one creating a
sliver of light that moves across the
camera sensor.
On new professional DSLR cameras
vertical-travel shutters can open
and close fully at very high speeds
and their maximum shutter speeds
go up to 1/8000th of a second,
which means the sliver passing over
the focal-plane is really thin.

Fig. 29 – Graphical representation of the vertical-travel shutter for slow shutter speed.

Rear and front
shutter open

Camera sensor is
exposed to light

Rear and front
shutter close

For fast shutter speed, the rear shutter starts to close before front shutter is fully open.
The result is a narrow sliver of light that travels vertically across the camera sensor.
Fig. 30 – Graphical representation of the vertical-travel shutter for fast shutter speed.
The metal shutter blades travel vertically across the camera sensor.

The illustration above is a graphical representation only; the actual mechanisms of a focal-plane shutter is,
of course, much more complex.
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Memory cards
Once the image has been captured by the camera
sensor, the data will be converted into a digital signal
by the processor chip and all the data will be buffered
onto a memory card and stored as either a JPEG, TIFF
or RAW image file.
Memory cards are used to store information from the
camera when shooting photographs. They are based
on flash memory, a form of memory which means no
power is required to record the data on it. But not all
cards are equal; the one you need will depend on the
camera you are using, and even then there will be a
wide choice available to you.
The most important feature to look for when buying
a memory card is its capacity. Think carefully about
how much memory you need and how many images
you would like to save on the card.

Professional photographers need to
look for the speed of a card, as most
DSLR cameras can produce large
RAW files, shoot high definition
videos and capture multiple shots in
a single shooting.
Keep in mind that file types (jpeg, tiff,
raw), compression and resolution all affect
the size of each file, so the number of files
you can store in one card is never the
same.

The best way to find out what type of
memory card your camera uses is to read
the specifications of your DSLR camera.

Fig. 31

The most important feature of a memory card is its speed and capacity in storing the information from the camera.

If you shoot RAW files, you will need more storage space. A 32 gigabyte card should be enough, although
individual needs vary.
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File formats
The various image file formats that are available differ in how much actual photographic information
you wish to “store” within each image file. The three
main image file formats are JPEG, TIFF, and RAW.
JPEG which stands for Joint Photographic Expert Group
is the most popular form of storing digital images.
When we shoot using JPEG, we can load more photos
onto our memory card, and it is faster i.e. in terms
of saving the image to the camera and in photo
manipulation later. However, the compression used
in JPEG files in order to save the image disregards far
too much image information and is much more difficult to effectively post-process the image (e.g. correcting the colours, its sharpness and increasing the size of the
image).

The winter scene below was shot in RAW. As a RAW file, it was
easy to manipulate the image, in post-processing, restoring
details and highlights that were over exposed and correcting
white balance. The picture was then converted into JPEG format
to be used in this publication.

TIFF which stands for Tagged Image
File Format is considered the standard photographic file format,
because it is a highly flexible format
that uses a lossless compression,
and in this way there is no image
degradation during compression.
This ability to store image information in a lossless format makes a
TIFF file very useful for archiving
images.
RAW – the raw, unprocessed, naked
image performs the same function
as a film negative. RAW files need
to be “processed” into a viewable
format (usually TIFF or JPEG). As a
RAW file much can be done, for
example, all the colour data is
still available, the image can be
corrected and the white balanced.

Fig. 32

Location: Sant’Angelo del Pesco, Italy.
Hand-held photo with Nikon D810, lens 24-70 mm.
Aperture: f/9, shutter speed: 1/500s, ISO: 200, focal length: 70 mm.
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Comparing JPEG and RAW files
JPEG files
Pros: File size is much smaller • No need for post-pro-

When to shoot JPEG

cessing • Files are ready to print, e-mailed, etc. • It is
easy to view and edit with any image editing programme • JPEG allows you to fire your camera more
rapidly.

You have limited storage (memory
card or hard drive) • You wish to

Cons: Compressed files lose some image data • It is

more difficult to correct mistakes in the colours and
exposures • You have less control over the way your
final image appears.

carry out only minimal post-production or even none at all • You
need the images right away • When
you shoot fast actions like sports
photography.
When to shoot RAW

RAW files
Pros: No data is lost • Allows you to correct mistakes
made at the time of exposure • You have a lot of
flexibility with manipulating the image during postprocessing • After adjustments made in post-processing, the original RAW file will not be destroyed.
Cons: Very large files compared to jpeg • Images cannot
be used immediately for printing, e-mailing, etc. • A
special programme is needed to edit images and turn
them to jpegs • Requires time and effort to “develop”.

Correcting RAW files in post-processing.

You enjoy post-processing and
want more flexibility • If shooting
under difficult lightning conditions
• When you think that highlights
might be over exposed, when you
are unsure about the white balance,
when you are unsure about your
exposure.
When shooting it is always better to be a
little on the under exposed side of the scale
so as not to lose detail. It is always easier
to correct a somewhat “dark” photo than a
burnt out one.

Fig. 33

The RAW output from the camera sensor.

The final picture after being post-processed.

In this photograph you can see what a RAW photo originally looked like, and the final product after being
post-processed in Adobe Lightroom.
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The power of RAW
At the beginning, we are all a bit afraid to make the
change from JPEG to RAW. We are often not very at
ease with this format, especially, on how to
customize the camera settings and the decisions to
take on which editing tools should be used and, last
but not least, how to use the post-processing tools
successfully to obtain stunning photographs.
Hereunder some of the comments collected in a photography forum that is followed by photography enthusiasts as well as professionals who, at the
beginning, had the same dilemma - should I shoot
using JPEG or RAW?
« Shooting in raw format allows me more flexibility in making
my photograph look its best in post-processing ».
« You are going to love it. The RAW pictures are amazing ».

The major benefits when shooting in
RAW are if you:

• want a perfect white balance;
• are photographing in conditions
where the light is not ideal;
• want quality photographs for
your portfolio and your clients;
• want full control over the final
look of your photograph;
• are going to enlarge the photograph to be printed in a big size.
What to know about RAW format:

• It is an uncompressed file.

« I really love what you can do in post-processing with a RAW
picture ».

• Has to be post-processed.

« I find the whole aspect of RAW fascinating ».

• Large in size.

« Shooting in RAW and controlling the image in post-production
is a nice feeling. In fact, it is magical ».

• Not as sharp, so needs to be
sharpened in post-processing.

« If you are really professional you shoot in RAW ».

• Gives you great control over
exposure, highlights, contrast,
colours, etc.

« Beginners are more likely to get the exposure wrong. With
RAW format, you can often recover from that ».
« There is no reason not to shoot in RAW. It is just better ».
« If you shoot in RAW it is like having a negative, each time
you process, it is like processing a negative and having a new
picture, it is worth the post-processing time ».
« If you were a serious film photographer, you developed the
film yourself in a darkroom or took it to a professional who
would take care in getting the correct exposure. Same thing
applies in the digital age with the RAW format ».
« Anyone with in-depth knowledge of photography (professionals), is going to want the best quality image possible and would
therefore shoot RAW! ».
« I am a photo-journalist and I only shoot RAW ».

• Cannot be printed directly from
the camera.
• Takes up a lot of space on the
memory card.

Remember that not all raw files are created
equal, as different manufacturers will use
their own file formats. The extension for
Nikon is .NEF, for Canon .CR2, for Sony
.ARW and Pentax generally uses the DNG
format.

Most of the DSLR cameras have a setting that takes both RAW
and JPEG at the same time. It takes up more space on the
memory card but for beginners who want to start with RAW
formats it is a good option to use until you feel confident with
RAW file formats.
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Conclusion
The type of camera and the appropriate lens is an
important choice for any photographer and depends
on the need of every individual user; flexibility, image
quality, convenience.
In comparison to point-and-shoot cameras, DSLR
cameras have the flexibility of being able to change
lenses when photographing a variety of subjects in
different situations. They also have larger camera
sensor. The larger sensor (full-frame) means that the
camera is capable of a larger megapixel rating, absorbing more light and allowing the photographer to
adjust the light sensitivity on a greater range.
In addition to providing a full range of automatic features like in compact cameras, DSLR cameras allow
us to both individually and manually (manual mode)
manipulate the different settings and the ability to
produce images in RAW format.

So the question is: which camera to
choose?

The decision must be made based
upon our photographic interests
and needs. Professional photographers and photography enthusiasts
mainly shoot with DSLR cameras in
manual mode and in RAW formats.
DSLR cameras have the flexibility of
being able to change lenses and
when using the manual mode it will
help us to achieve artistic results.
RAW formats maintain exceptionally good picture quality allowing
us to make as many unrestricted
changes as required for the final
image.

Fig. 34

Location: Sant’Angelo del Pesco, Italy.
Hand-held photo with Nikon D300s, lens 70-200 mm.
Aperture: f/5.6, shutter speed: 1/500s, ISO: 200, focal length: 100 mm.
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Terminology used in this tutorial
DSLR:
Digital Single Lens Reflex. DSLR cameras
with interchangeable lens in which the light
will reflect from the lens through a mirror
to the viewfinder.

Fig. 35

Prime lens:
Lens with fixed focal length.
Zoom lens:
Lens with adjustable focal length.
Macro lens:
Lens for close-up photography.
Fisheye lens:
Super wide-angle lens.
Telephoto lens:
A specific type of long-focal lens in which
the physical length of the lens is shorter
than the focal length.
Full-frame:
Describes a camera with a camera sensor
measuring 36 x 24 mm.
APS-C sensor:
Describes a camera with a camera sensor
measuring 18 x 24 mm format. Much
smaller than a full-frame.
APS-C:
APS-C stands for Advanced Photo System
type-C. APS was a format of camera film
that allowed a choice of three different
formats. The “C” added onto the end
referred to what was called the “Classic”
option for using that type of film.
Snapshot:
A snapshot is a photograph that is "shot"
rapidily and spontaneously. Snapshots are
commonly considered to be technically
"imperfect" or poorly framed or composed.

Location: Olympic Park in Lausanne, Switzerland.
Hand-held photo with Nikon D810,
lens 24-70 mm
Aperture: f/5.6, shutter speed: 1/500s,
ISO: 200, focal length: 70 mm

JPEG: Image file formats.
Joint Photographic Expert Group.
TIFF: Image file formats.
Tagged Image File Format.
RAW: Image file formats.
Raw, unprocessed, naked image .
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